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Tortious interference with contract
or business expectancy occurs when
a person intentionally damages the
plaintiff�s contractual or other
business relationship with a third
person. This common law tort strikes
a delicate balance between two ideals:
the promotion of healthy economic
competition and the protection of
existing or reasonably certain
prospective contractual relations.
American contract law encourages
lawful, free market competition, yet
also recognizes that vital interests,
rights and obligations worthy of
protection arise once a contract exists
between parties. If contracts are not
given protection from intentional
interference by others, then the
certainty of their duration is at risk
thereby jeopardizing the incentive to
do business by contract. Given these
competing interests, Virginia courts
routinely address disputes that
straddle the fine line between
vigorous, hardnosed competition and
intentional interference with
contracts or business expectancies.

Background
Tortious interference claims

originated in early Roman law, where
the head of a household could bring
an action against some third party
who injured a member of his
household.1  The modern history of
the claim for tortious interference
with contractual relations claims
traces to 19th century England.2  In
the seminal case of Lumley v. Gye, an
English court recognized a claim
brought by a theater owner against a
rival theater owner�s interference
with his contract with a well-known
singer.3

Subsequent decisions expanded the

tort beyond personal service
contracts to contracts of virtually any
type or character.4  After significant
disagreement, most American courts
eventually recognized the tort.5   In
Worrie v. Boze, the Supreme Court of
Virginia first acknowledged that �the
right to performance of a contract and
the right to reap profits therefrom are
property rights which are entitled to
protection from the courts.�6  Since
Worrie, Virginia courts have continued
to develop the nuances of the claim,
occasionally by drawing from
analogous claims.7

Stating a Claim for Tortious
Interference with Existing Contract
Under Virginia Law

Under Virginia law, a claimant
must prove at least four elements to
maintain a viable claim for tortious
interference. The elements for a claim
differ slightly depending on whether
the basis for the claim for interference
is an existing contract or prospective
business expectancy, business
relationship or economic advantage.

Basic Elements
A plaintiff must establish four

elements in order to state a prima facie
cause of action for tortious
interference with an existing contract:

1. Existence of a valid contractual
relationship or business expectancy;

2. Knowledge of the contractual
relationship or expectancy by the
defendant;

3. Intentional interference inducing
or causing a breach or termination of
the contractual relationship or
expectancy; and

4. Resultant damage to the party
whose contractual relationship or
expectancy has been disrupted.8
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Actual Malice is not
an Essential Element of the Claim

A key component of a tortious
interference with contract claim is the
third party�s intent as summarized
by a noted treatise as follows: �[i]t is
clear that liability is to be imposed
only if the defendant intends to
interfere with the plaintiff�s
contractual relations, at least in the
sense that he acts with knowledge
that interference will result, and if, in
addition, he acts for an improper
purpose.�9  This emphasis on intent
occasionally misleads counsel into
believing that that a plaintiff must
prove malice in the traditional sense
of ill-will or spite. However, the
Supreme Court of Virginia has made
clear that actual malice is not an
essential element to prove a claim for
tortious interference with a
contract.10  All that is required is that
the plaintiff demonstrate that the
defendant intentionally engaged in
the conduct with the primary
purpose of interfering with the
plaintiff�s existing contractual or
business relationship with the third
party.
Additional Element if the Existing
Contract is Terminable at Will

Counsel are cautioned that, if the
contract at issue is terminable �at
will,� a plaintiff also must establish
that the defendant interfered through
the use of �improper methods.�11  As
the Supreme Court of Virginia has
held:

Unlike a party to a contract for a
definite term, however, an
individual�s interest in a contract
terminable at will is essentially only
an expectancy of future economic
gain, and he has no legal
assurance that he will realize the
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expected gain. See Restatement
(Second) of Torts § 766 comment g
(1979). Thus, the cause of action
for interference with contractual
rights provides no protection from
the mere intentional interference
with a contract terminable at will.12

This distinction makes logical and
practical sense, as a contract
terminable at will may be ended at
any time by the parties; however, �the
fact that a contract is terminable at
the will of the parties does not make it
terminable at the will of others.�13

Given the more tenuous nature of a
contract terminable at will,the
Supreme Court of Virginia requires a
plaintiff to prove more than mere
intentional interference with the at
will contract by a third party.14  See
infra for a fuller discussion of the meaning of
�improper means or methods.�

Stating a Claim for Tortious
Interference with Contract
Expectancy, Prospective Business
Relationship or Economic Advantage
Basic Elements

Under Virginia law, the basic
elements for a claim for tortious
interference with a contract
expectancy, prospective business
relationship or economic advantage
differ slightly from those required for
a claim for tortious interference with
existing contract. The elements are:

1. The existence of a contract
expectancy, prospective business
relationship or economic advantage;

2. Knowledge of the contract
expectancy, prospective business
relationship or economic advantage
by the defendant;

3. A reasonable certainty that,
absent defendant�s intentional
misconduct, plaintiff would have
continued in the relationship or
realized the expectancy;

4. The defendant used improper
means or methods to intentionally
interfere with the contract expectancy,
prospective business relationships and
economic advantage; and

5. Resultant damage to the plaintiff.15

Proving a Claim
for Tortious Interference

Regardless of whether a claim is
one for tortious interference with an
existing contract or tortious interference
with business expectancy, many of the
elements and necessary proof are
substantially the same.

Existence of an Enforceable Contract
In the context of a claim for tortious

interference with an existing contract,
counsel may overlook the requirement
that a plaintiff must allege16  and prove
that it was a party to a valid existing
contract.17  While the existence of a
valid contract is not at issue in many
cases, courts have identified a number
of circumstances where the alleged
underlying contract is not enforceable,
such that the plaintiff cannot satisfy
this element of a tortious interference
claim. Examples include:

· a contract violating a rule of law;18

·a contract against the public policy
of Virginia;19

· a lawfully terminated lease;20

· a contract to which the defendant
himself is a party;21

· an employee�s ERISA benefits
preempted by federal law;22

· an unenforceable covenant not to
compete;23

· a contract providing easement
rights;24

· an assignee of a contract not a
party to the contract at issue;25  and

· a non-binding letter of intent to
negotiate in good faith.26

Courts outside of Virginia have
considered the enforceability of the
underlying contract within the
context of a tortious interference
claim, including violations of federal
law, restraint of trade, usury laws,
the statute of frauds, invalid
agreements, want of consideration,
mutuality or certainty.27

Existence of a Business Expectancy
with a Reasonable Certainty
of Being Realized

Where the claim involves an
anticipated business relationship, a
plaintiff must establish a specific
opportunity that is reasonably
certain to be realized in order to prove
the existence of a valid business
expectancy.28  Courts routinely have
dismissed claims for tortious
interference with business expectancy
where the plaintiff merely alleges, in
general terms, that a defendant has
interfered with potential or hoped-
for29  business opportunities rather
than a particular business expectancy
or relationship.30  Instead, a plaintiff
must prove the existence of the alleged
business expectancy �based upon
something that is a concrete move in
that direction�31  or �at least a
reasonable probability rather than

merely one of several equally
surmisable possibilities.�32  As Prosser
has stated, �[i]n such cases there is a
background of business experience on
the basis of which it is possible to
estimate with some fair amount of
success both the value of what has
been lost and the likelihood that the
plaintiff would have received it if the
defendant had not interfered.�33

Virginia courts have held that a
variety of asserted business
expectancies do not satisfy the
requisite standard of reasonable
certainty, including:

· continuing to do or remaining in
business;34

· retroactive promotions;35

·real estate sale purchase contracts;36

·sales to unidentified, and
unidentifiable, �potential� buyers37

and
· consulting contracts with nothing

more than a hope that the business
relationship would continue in the
future.38

Knowledge of the Contract
or Business Expectancy

Virginia law also requires a plaintiff
to establish that the defendant had
knowledge of either the contract or
the expectancy and of the fact that he
was interfering with the performance
of the contract.39  Indeed, a court will
dismiss a tortious interference claim
where the defendant does not have
knowledge of the alleged contract.40

In many circumstances, a defendant
has actual knowledge of the
existence of a contract or business
expectancy, and a plaintiff easily can
satisfy this element. Further, at least
one Virginia trial court has set a more
relaxed standard than requiring
actual knowledge of the potential
business relationship, by allowing a
plaintiff to satisfy the knowledge
element by proving that the
defendant had �knowledge of fact
that, upon reasonable inquiry,
should lead to disclosure of the
existence of the contract or potential
business relationship.�41 However,
the knowledge requirement does not
mean that the defendant must
appreciate fully the legal significance
of the facts giving rise to the
contractual relationship.42

Intentional Interference
by the Defendant

The plaintiff also must show the
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defendant, through his conduct,
intended to interfere with the
plaintiff�s contract or expectancy.
Case law in Virginia has not provided
a thorough analysis of what
constitutes �interference.� Generally,
a plaintiff simply must show some
type of intentional43  act or conduct
by the defendant,44  as not every
interference is actionable.45  The
Restatement (Second) of Torts has noted
that:

There is no technical requirement
as to the kind of conduct that may
result in interference with the third
party�s performance of the
contract. The interference is often
by inducement. The inducement
may be any conduct conveying to
the third person the actor�s desire
to influence him not to deal with
the other. Thus it may be a simple
request or persuasion exerting
only moral pressure. Or it may be
a statement unaccompanied by
any specific request but having the
same effect as if the request were
specifically made. Or it may be a
threat by the actor of physical or
economic harm to the third person
or to persons in whose welfare he
is interested. Or it may be the
promise of a benefit to the third
person if he will refrain from
dealing with the other.46

Examples of interference include
threats, economic coercion, persuasion
based on mutual interests, a more
attractive contract, false statements,
defamation, physical violence, unfair
competition, intimidation, unfair
competition, bribery and constitutional
violations.47  However, Virginia law
does not require that the conduct
constituting interference rise to the
level of an independent tort.48

Causation
As with any other tort, a plaintiff

must prove proximate causation in
order to recover for a claim for
tortious interference.49  Virginia law
defines �proximate cause� as �that
act or omission which, in natural and
continuous sequence, unbroken by an
efficient intervening cause, produces
the event, and without which that
event would not have occurred.�50

The Supreme Court of Virginia has
clarified that �[b]efore the issue of
proximate cause may be properly
submitted to the jury, however, the
evidence proving a causal connection
must be �sufficient to take the question
out of the realm of mere conjecture, or

speculation, and into the realm of
legitimate inference.��51  Significantly,
the improper conduct must have been
intended to cause the interference
with the plaintiff�s contract
expectancy.52

Improper Means or Methods
When dealing with an �at will� or

expectancy case, the Supreme Court
of Virginia requires a plaintiff also to
prove the additional element that the
interference occurred through
�improper means or methods.�53

Indeed, intentional interference
claims commonly hinge on the
question of whether the defendant
used �improper means or methods�
while interfering with the contract
or expectancy at issue.
�Improper Means or Methods�
Discussed in the Restatement
(Second) of Torts

The Restatement (Second) of Torts sets
forth a helpful list of certain factors to
consider in determining whether the
conduct of a defendant who interferes
with a contract or prospective
contractual relation is �improper.�
These factors include: �(a) the nature
of the actor�s conduct, (b) the actor�s
motive, (c) the interests of the other
with which the actor�s conduct
interferes, (d) the interests sought to
be advanced by the actor, (e) the social
interests in protecting the freedom of
action of the actor and contractual
interests of the other, (f) the proximity
or remoteness of the actor�s conduct
to the interference and (g) the relations
between the parties.�54

What Are and Are Not
�Improper Means or Methods�
Under Virginia Law

In describing generally what does
and does not constitute �improper
means or methods,� the Supreme
Court of Virginia has stated that:

While we have identified actions
as improper which were also
independently tortious or illegal,

. . . we have also identified actions
as improper which are not
themselves tort ious or i llegal,
such as unfair competition or
unethical conduct. . . . Nor does
the name given the cause of
action impart a requirement of
independently tortious acts.
�Tortious interference � means
only that the interference was
intentional and improper under
the circumstances, not that the
�improper methods�  used were
inherently illegal or tortious.55

Given this broad standard, Virginia
courts have identified a number of
examples of what conduct may or may
not constitute �improper means or
methods.�

Defamation
Evidence of defamation that might

not rise to the level of an actionable
tort is sufficient to create a jury issue
with respect to improper methods.56

Similarly, specific allegations of
defamatory statements are sufficient
to withstand a demurrer.57  Improper
methods, however, do not include
stating true facts regarding a
competitor or competing markets to
customers.58

Misuse of Inside
or Confidential Information

Improper methods may include
misappropriation of client information
or trade secrets.59  However, where there
is no non-compete or confidentiality
covenant between a company and its
former employees, the Court has held
that former employees are not using
improper methods when they
compile from memory a list of the
company�s clients and solicit their
business.60

Violations of Established Standard
of a Trade or Profession

Improper methods also may be
established by a showing that the
defendant�s actions �violate an
established standard of a trade or
profession.�61  The investigation and
review of a debtor�s credit and loan
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information by a purchaser of credit
is a �lawful acquisition of information
necessary for sound business
decisions� and not considered a
tortious act.62

Unethical Conduct
The  Supreme Court of Virginia has

stated that methods may also be
improper because they involve
�unethical conduct,� although the
Court has not provided detailed
guidance as to what types of unethical
conduct will rise to the level of being
deemed �improper� in this context.63

Litigation Initiated
for the Wrong Reasons

Evidence of conduct otherwise
permitted by statute � such as the
initiation of litigation � may still be
considered improper for purposes of
a tortious interference claim.64

However, when a defendant acts in
accordance with published court
decisions and engages in conduct that
is encouraged by federal law, such
actions cannot establish the basis for
improper methods of interference.65

Other Examples
of �Improper Methods or Means�

In Duggin v. Adams,66  the Supreme
Court of Virginia delineated
numerous other examples of conduct
by a defendant that may constitute
improper methods, including:

·Means that are illegal or
independently tortious, such as
violations of statutes, regulations or
recognized common law rules;67

·Violence, threats or intimidation;
·Bribery;
·Unfounded litigation;
·Fraud,68  misrepresentation69  or

deceit;
· Duress or undue influence;
·Breach of a fiduciary relationship;70

·Sharp dealing and overreaching;
and

· Unfair competition.71

Examples of Methods or Means
That Are Not �Improper�

Virginia courts also have
determined that some methods or
means are not �improper� as a matter
of law, and thereby fail to satisfy this
element, including:

· Interference occurring after
termination of the contract;72

· Utilizing one�s memory to compile
a list of the names of the plaintiff�s
customers and soliciting business

from those customers;73  and
· Exercise of a lawful right such as a

bank�s foreclosure on its UCC lien on a
debtor�s property after the debtor had
arranged a sale to a third party74  or
termination of agreement as provided
for by its plain terms.75

Resultant Damage to the Plaintiff
Compensatory Damages

As with any other claim, the
plaintiff must prove that it sustained
damages from the alleged interference.76

Since tortious interference is an
economic tort, a plaintiff potentially
may recover monetary damages in
the form of: (1) the plaintiff�s direct
expenses;77  (2) lost profits;78  (3)
damages for partially completed
projects; (4) contracts that had been
awarded but no work performed; (5)
future contracts that had been
promised but not awarded; (6)
permanent destruction of the
business relationship; and (7) damage
to the plaintiff�s business reputation.79

While a plaintiff must provide
sufficient facts and circumstances
concerning his damages, a plaintiff
need not prove his compensatory
damages to an exact amount.80

However, a plaintiff must demonstrate
with reasonable certainty that the
defendant was the proximate cause
of each claimed damage.81

Punitive Damages
As with other torts, punitive

damages are an available remedy
provided the plaintiff can prove that
the defendant willfully interfered
with or destroyed the business
relationship.82  However, the defendant�s
conduct must be particularly
�egregious.�83  The plaintiff must show
that the defendant acted with actual
malice or such recklessness or
negligence to evince a conscious
disregard of the rights of others.84 The
standard to recover punitive
damages is a high one, and plaintiffs
should not assume that a court will
view defendant�s actions as being
sufficiently egregious to justify an
award of punitive damages merely
because they were intentional.85

Defenses to Tortious
Interference Claims

In acknowledgment of the tension
between the protection of contractual
relations or business expectancies
with the defendant�s freedom of fair
and lawful competition, the Supreme

Court of Virginia has recognized
justification or privilege as an
affirmative defense to tortious
interference claims.86  In Chaves v.
Johnson, the Court provided five
grounds for this affirmative defense:

· Legitimate business competition;
· Financial interest;
· Responsibility for the welfare of

another;
· Directing business policy; and
· The giving or requested advice.87

Generally, however, the Supreme
Court of Virginia has not provided
its own extensive, independent
analysis of the type of conduct that
would qualify as �justified� or
�privileged� activity in the context of
this affirmative defense, instead citing
generally to the discussion of this
defense set forth in the Restatement. As
with any affirmative defense, the
burden of proof rests on the defendant
to prove that its interference was
justified or privileged under the
circumstances.88

Conclusion
Ordinarily, disputes involving

commercial transactions do not give
rise to any type of tort claim under
Virginia law. However, Virginia
courts have demonstrated a
willingness to protect the sanctity of
contracts, in part, through the
doctrine of tortious interference with
contracts. This willingness does not
mean that a Virginia court will allow
every commercial dispute between
business competitors to be turned
into a business tort. Thus, Virginia
courts afford existing contracts that
are not terminable at will a greater
degree of protection than terminable
at will contracts or prospective
contractual relationships that are
only tentative. Further, the Supreme
Court of Virginia in Duggin and
Maximus made clear that, where the
claim involves interference with a
contract that is terminable at will, or
a future business expectancy, the
plaintiff must demonstrate that the
defendant used �improper means or
methods.� This element may be the
most difficult for a plaintiff to
establish, and Virginia case law has
demonstrated that cases involving a
terminable at will contract or
interference with a prospective
contractual relationship will survive
or fail based upon whether the
defendant used �improper methods�
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to interfere. Since what conduct
actually constitutes �improper means
or methods� is fact driven and
constantly evolving, lawyers can
expect to see many more cases reach
the Supreme Court of Virginia on
precisely this issue. VBA
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